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What is meta-analysis?
Meta-analysis is a research method that combines the results of multiple studies to create a more precise estimate of an
effect size.

Meta-analysis is an essential tool for synthesizing evidence needed to inform clinical decision making and policy.



Terminology
Systematic Review (SR): Review of a clearly formulated question that uses systematic and
explicit methods to identify, select, and critically appraise relevant research, and to collect
and analyze data from the studies that are included in the review.

Meta-analysis (MA): Use of statistical techniques in an SR to integrate the results of
included studies to conduct statistical inference.

Can use granular subject-level data or summary statistics from studies (i.e., odds ratio,
risk ratio, hazards ratio, standardized mean difference, etc.)



Components of a meta-analysis
1. Conducting the meta-analysis to obtain a pooled estimate

Test for statistical heterogeneity

Selecting random or fixed effect model

2. Assessment of publication bias

Trim and fill method

3. Robust variance estimation meta-analysis

4. Investigate sources of heterogeneity using meta-regression

5. Advanced topics in meta-regression: clustered meta-forest methods





Conducting the meta-analysis and
testing statistical heterogeneity



Test for heterogeneity
# conducting meta-analysis and test for statistical heterogeneity1
meta = meta::metagen(log(sample_dat$RR),2
        lower = log(sample_dat$RR_L95),3
         upper = log(sample_dat$RR_U95),4
         studlab = sample_dat$Ref,5
         sm = "RR", # summary measure6
         random = T, # random effects conducted7
         method.bias = "Egger",8
         method.tau = "DL")9



Random vs. fixed effect models
Fixed effect model: Assumes that the true effect of intervention is the same value in every study

Random effect model: Involves an assumption that the effects being estimated in the different studies are not identical, but
follow some distribution. The model represents our lack of knowledge about why real, or apparent, intervention effects differ
by considering the differences as if they were random. The centre of this distribution describes the average of the effects, while
its width describes the degree of heterogeneity



Forest plot
# Odds ratio meta-analysis plot1
meta::forest(meta, comb.fixed = T, comb.random = T, weight.study = "random", col.diamond = "blue")2



Publication bias
Of course, journals and researchers alike are biased to publish results that confirm the expectation or
understanding of general stakeholders (including patients, physicians, scientists, decision makers, and
sponsors). This can bias the effect estimates that we have access to when performing a meta-analysis.
Therefore, it is important to always consider whether publication bias is present in your study sample.

# Funnel plot1
funnel(meta)2

3
# Rank test for publication bias p-value4
metabias(meta)5



Trim and fill method
When significant publication bias is detected, a trim and fill procedure can be applied which aims to
estimate potentially missing studies due to publication bias and adjust the overall effect estimate.

This is a two-step method which 1) removes the smaller studies with large standard errors that cause
funnel plot asymmetry, and 2) uses the trimmed funnel plot to estimate the true center of the funnel,
replacing the omitted studies and their missing counterparts around the center.

 

taf_meta <- trimfill(meta)1



Robust variance estimation
A fundamental assumption of meta-analysis is that each observation (study estimate) is independent of
the other study estimates included in the sample. This is o�en a reasonable assumption, however, you
may encounter studies - like this HRT analysis - in which multiple estimates per study are presented. In
this case, there may be induced correlation between within-study estimates. Thus you’ll want to make
use of robust variance estimation or “multi-level” meta-analysis modeling to account for this.

In the example up until now, we have considered a dataset which contains 1 estimate selected for each
study. For the following steps, the entire dataset will be considered which includes all available estimates
per study, where multiple estimates per study pertain to different subgroups within the study cohort.

 

 

meta_rve <- robumeta::robu(formula = RR ~  1,  1
                   data = dat_rve,2
                   studynum = Ref,  # studynum tells R to aggregate by study 3
                   var.eff.size = var) # var.eff.size associates a variance with each effect size4



Stratified meta-analysis
It may be of interest to us to consider effect estimates within particular subgroups. For example, in the
HRT-Alzheimer’s study, we found that women who began HRT earlier in life around menopause saw a
protective association of HRT use and the Alzheimer’s outcome, whereas women who began in late life
saw an increased risk of Alzheimer’s associated with HRT use.



Clustered meta-regression
If we identify that our study sample is highly heterogeneous, it is usually of interest to learn what factors
may be driving this heterogeneity. Meta-regression investigates the extent to which statistical
heterogeneity between results of multiple studies can be related to one or more characteristics of the
studies. It creates a model describing the linear relationship between study-level covariates and the
effect size.

Meta-regression model using metafor package to apply RVE and therefore include multiple estimates per
study (clustered meta-regression):

Meta-regression model using meta package when the study sample includes only 1 estimate per study (no RVE):

# Meta-regression model using metafor package to apply RVE / clustered meta-regression1
m_multi <- metafor::rma.mv(RR, var, 2

 mods = ~ Outcome + Exposure + `Patient population` + `Duration of use` + 3
   study_design + samp_size + time_period + Measure, 4

 random = list(~ 1 | effect_id, ~ 1 | Ref), data = dat_rve) 5

# Meta-regression model using meta package when only 1 estimate per study (no RVE)1
m.gen.reg <- meta::metareg(meta, ~Exposure + `Patient population`)2



Meta-regression results



Meta-forest methods
MetaForest is an adaptation of the random forests algorithm for meta-analysis. Like all random forests, this approach has
several important advantages:

1. Performs variable selection, identifying which moderators contribute most strongly to the effect size found. (This is also
great when dealing with concerns of collinearity/association of covariates)

2. Is a non-parametric technique, which means that they can easily capture non-linear relationships between the moderator
and effect size, or even complex, higher-order interactions between moderators. This is a main advantage when performing
meta-analysis on a heterogeneous body of literature.

3. Is robust to overfitting. A main limitation of tree-based methods is overfitting, but as with other random forest regression
methods, this limitation is overcome with the use of bootstrapping.

Importantly, in the context of meta-analysis, we can also perform clustered MetaForest regression which allows us to take into
account hierarchical correlation structure which arises from including multiple estimates per study.

# Using 5000 trees based on the convergence plot1
set.seed(50)2
# Model with 10000 trees for replication3
mf_rep <- metaforest::MetaForest(RR~., data = data, vi = "var",4
                        study = "n_study",5
                        whichweights = "random",6
                        num.trees = 5000)7
# Run recursive preselection, store results in object 'preselect'8
preselected <- metaforest::preselect(mf_rep,9
                         replications = 100,10
                         algorithm = "recursive")11
# Plot the results12
plot(preselected)13



Meta-forest variable importance plot




